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Abstract: Due to s imultaneous  users ' access  t o  t h e  c h a n n el in the direct sequence spread spectrum

sys tems , multiple access  interference may occur. Some different methods  are proposed to cancel such

interference in order to improve the efficiency of these sys tems; e.g. multi-us e r d etectors  with

success ive and parallel interference cancellation. The aim of this  p a p e r is  improving the efficiency of

conventional detector, SIC and PIC by us ing smart antennas  in Rayleigh fading channel. It is  essential

that spreading code  in  s imulated sys tem is  gold code. A meta-heuris tic process  method is  presented

for array antennas . The s imulation results  depict a s ignificant improvement in efficiency of the sys tem.

Comparison of conventional, PIC and SIC detectors  with a n d  without array antennas  depict the same

results .

Key words: Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Sys tem, Conventional Detector; Success ive Interference

Cancellation (SIC); Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC);  Selective Divers ity; Equal

Gain Combining (EGC); Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC); Voter.

INTRODUCTION

Spread spectrum is  an emiss ion method in which the emit t e d  s ig n a l uses  a much larger band width than

necessary. Band width is  extended us ing  a n  in fo rmation-independent code and a code-compatible receiver is

used to accumulate the spectrum and obtain  t h e  in fo rma t ion. Noise and interference res is tance is  one of the

most important benefits  of the spread spectrum sys tems. Direct Sequence is  one the modulation methods  used

in spread spectrum techniques . In direct sequence spread spectrum sys tem, the s ignal spectrum is  obtained by

mu lt iplying the source s ignal by a semi-random sequence. DS-CDMA emitter multiplies  each user's  s ign a l b y

a unique c o d e  wa v e fo rm and then emits  the result. The detector receives  a combined s ignal composed of all

users ' s ignals  which overlap in t ime  a n d frequency. In conventional DS-CDMA sys tems, a particular user's

s ignal is  detected by correlating the entire received s ig n a l with user's  code waveform. Multiple access

interference (MAI) is  a factor which limits  the capacity and performan c e  o f DS-CDM A sys tems. The MAI is

a result of random time offsets  between s ignals  which make it imposs ible to des ig n  the code waveforms  to

be comp le t e ly  o rt h o g o nal. Since the MAI caused by any s ingle user is  generally small, as  the number of

interferers  o r t h e ir power increases , MAI becomes  subs tantial. Because of the interference among users ,

however, a better detection s trategy is  multi-user detection. An important family of mult i-u s e r detectors  are

subtractive interference cancellation multi-user detectors . In this  kind of detectors , the MAI is  a pproximated

for each user and then the MAI is  subtracted from the received s ignal.

The organization of this  paper is  as  follows: in section 2 a n d  s e c t io n  3 the model of the emitter and the

channel is  inves tigated. In  section 4 the performance of the conventional detector, in section 5 the success ive

interference canc e lla t io n detector and in section 6 the parallel interference cancellation detector are explained.

The s imulation results  for conventional, SIC and PIC detectors  are presented in s e c t ion 7. In section 8, the

performance improvement of the three mentioned detectors  by us ing mu ltiplicity method is  shown. The

performance improveme n t  o f these detectors  by us ing selective is  presented in section 9. In section 10 the

multiplicity and selective methods  are compared and finally the section 11 concludes  the paper.

II.The Model of the Emitter:

In the emitter firs t a sequence, m is  produced by us ing gold code generator polynomials  and then a matrix
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of vectors  with p oss ible gold codes  with certain lengths  is  obtained. The firs t row of the matrix cons is ts  of

the des ired users  sequence and dependin g  on the number of the users  the res t of the rows  are the sequences

of undes ired users . For each user a vector of random bits  is  generated which represents  active users ' data. The

user data vector is  multiplied by its  extended code to generate the extended user data vector.

III.The Model of the Channel:

The extended d a ta are affected by the Rayleigh fading and multipath effect. Since the Rayleigh power can

be changed, fas t and s lo w fa d ing are discussed and based on that, the Rayleigh fading channel is  s imulated.

The extended data are received by the receiver after pass ing the channel and being added with white noise.

IV.Conventional Detector:

For the sake of s implicity it is  assumed that all carriers  have zero phases . Assuming  that, it is  poss ible

to concentrate on the real s ignals  in baseband. Assuming that K direct sequence users  exis t in  a  s in g le -path

synchronous  BPSK channel, the baseband received s ignal is  as  follows:

  (1)

k k kwhere  A (t) , g (t) , d (t)  and n(t)  are  amplitude, s ignature code waveform, Kth user mod u la t io n  a n d  additive

white Gauss ian noise with a  to two-s ided power spectrum dens ity,                  , respectively. Kth s ignal

power is  equal to square of its  amplitude and is  assumed to be cons tant over a bit  in t e rv a l. T h e  modulation

b kcons is ts  of re c tangular pulses  of duration T  (bit interval), which take on d  =±1 corresponding to the

trans mit t e d  d ata. W e assume a total of N transmitted bits . The code waveform cons is ts  of rectangular pulses

cof  duration  T  (" c h ip "  interval),  which  pseudo randomly take on ±1 values , corresponding to some binary

"pseudo-noise" (PN) code sequence. The rate of the cod e  wa v e fo rm,               (chip rate), is  much greater

than the bit rate,              . Thus , multiplying the BPSK s ignal at the transmitter by g(t) has  the effect of

spreading it out in frequency by a factor of         .

T h e  conventional detector for the received s ignal described in (1) is  a bank of K correlators , as  shown in

Fig. 1. In the receiver, each code waveform is  regenerated and correlated wit h the received s ignal in a separate

detector branch. The correla t ion detector can be equivalently implemented through what is  known as  matched

filtering; thus , the conventional detector is  often referred to as  the matched filter detector. T h e outputs  of the

correlators  (or matched filt e rs ) a re sampled at the bit times , which yield "soft" es timates  of the transmitted

data. The final ± 1 "hard" data decis ions  are made according to the s igns  of the soft es timates .

It is  clear from Fig. 1 that the conventional detector follows  a s ingle-user detec t o r s t ra t e gy; each branch

detects  one user without regard to the exis tence of the other users . Thus , there is  no sharing of mu lt iu ser

information or joint s ignal process ing (i.e., multi-user detection). The  s u c c ess  of this  detector depends  on the

properties  of the correlations  between  c o d e s . W e  require the correlations  between the same code waveforms

(i.e., the autocorrelations) to be much larger than the correlations  between different codes  (i.e., the cross -

correlations). The correlation value is  defined as

   (2)
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Fig. 1: The conventional DS-CDMA detector: a bank of correlator

k , k i i,kHere, if i = k  ,  ñ  = 1, (i.e., the integrand must equal one s ince g (t)  = ±1, and if i � k ,0 � ñ  <1. The output

of the Kth user's  correlator for a particular bit interval is

  (3)

In other words , correlation with the Kth user itself gives  rise to the reco v e re d  d a t a term, correlation with

all the other users  gives  rise to multiple access  interference (MAI), and correlation with  t h e  t h e rma l noise

kyields  the noise term Z  Since the codes  are generally des igned to have very low cross -correlations  relat iv e

i,kto autocorrelations  (i.e., ñ  <<1), the interfering effect on u s e r K  o f the other direct-sequence users  is  greatly

reduced.

Nevertheless , the exis ten c e  o f MAI has  a s ignificant impact on the capacity and performance of the

conventional direct se q u e n c e  s y s tem. As  the number of interfering users  increases , the amount of MAI

increases . In addition, the presence of s trong (large-amplitude) users  exacerbates  the MAI of the weaker users ,

as  can be seen by (3). (Moshavi, S., B. Core, 1996)

V. Successive Interference Cancelation (SIC):

The success ive interference cancellation (SIC) d e t e c t o r takes  a serial approach to canceling interference.

Each s tage of this  detector decis ions , regenerates , and cancels  out one additional direct-sequence user from the

received s ignal, so that the remaining users  see less  MAI in the next s tage.

A s implified diagram of the firs t s tage of this  detector is  shown in Fig. 2, where  a  hard-decis ion approach

is  assumed. The firs t s tage is  preceded by an operation which ranks  the s ignals  in descending order of received

powers  (not shown). The firs t s tage implements  the following s teps :
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Fig. 2: SIC detection - firs t s tage (hard decis ion)

1Detect with the conventional detector the s tronges t s ignal, S

1Make a hard data decis ion on S

Regenerate an es timate of the received s ignal for user one,          us ing:

Data decis ion from s tep 2

Knowledge of its  PN sequence

Es timates  of its  timing and amplitude (and phase)

Cancel (subtract out)          from t h e  t otal received s ignal, r(t), yielding a partially cleaned vers ion of the

(1)received s ignal, r (t) .

This  process  c a n  b e  re p e a t e d  in a multis tage s tructure: the k th s tage takes  as  its  input the "partially

(k-1)cleaned" received s ignal output by the previous  s tage, r (t)  and outputs  one additional data d ecis ion (for

k (k)s ig n a l S ) and a "cleaner" received s ignal, r (t)  .(Moshavi, S., B. Core, 1996; Duel-Hallen, A., J. Holtzma n ,

1995)

The reasons  for canceling the s ignals  in descending  o rd e r o f s ignal s trength are s traightforward. Firs t, it

is  eas ies t to achieve acquis ition and demodulation on the s tronges t users  (bes t  c h a n c e  fo r a correct data

decis ion). Second, the removal of the s tronges t users  gives  the mos t benefit for the remaining users . The result

of this  alg o rit h m is  that the s tronges t user will not benefit from any MAI reduction; the weakes t users ,

however, will potentially see a huge reduction in their MAI.

The SIC detector requires  only a minimal amount o f a d d itional hardware and has  the potential to provide

s ignificant improvement over the conventional dete c t o r. It does , however, pose a couple of implementation

difficulties . Firs t, one additional bit delay is  required per s tage of cancellation. Thus , a trade-off mus t be  ma de

between the number of users  that are canceled and the amount of delay tha t  c a n  b e  t o lerated. Second, there

is  a  n e e d  t o  reorder the s ignals  whenever the power profile changes . Here, too, a trade-off mus t be mad e

between the precis ion of the power ordering and the acceptable process ing complexity.

A potential problem with the SIC detector occurs  if the initial data es timates  are not relia b le . In this  case,

even if the timing, amplitude, and phase es timates  are perfect, if the bit es timate is  wrong, the interfering effect

of that bit on the s ignal-to-noise ratio is  quadrupled in power (the amplitude doubles , so the power quadruples ).

Thus , a certain minimum performance level of the convention a l d e t e c tor is  required for the SIC detector to

yield improvements ;  it  is  c ru c ial that the data es timates  of at leas t the s trong users  that are canceled firs t be

reliable. (Moshavi, S., B. Core, 1996)

VI. Parallel Interference Cancelation:

In contras t to the SIC detector, the parallel interference cancellation (PIC) detector es timates  and subtracts

out all of the MAI for each user in parallel. The firs t s tage of this  detector is  p ic tured in Fig. 3, where a hard-

decis ion approach is  assumed. The initial bit es timates ,           are derived from the matched filter detector

(not  shown),  which  we  refer  to  as  s tage 0 of this  detector. These bits  are  t h e n  s c a le d  b y  t he amplitude
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Fig. 3: One s tage of a PIC d e t e c t o r (h a rd  d ecis ion) for K users . The initial s tage (conventional detector) is

not shown

es timates  and re-spread by  the codes , which produces  a delayed es timate of the received s ignal for each user,

               .

 

The partial summer s u ms  u p  a ll b u t  one input s ignal at each of the outputs , which creates  the complete

MAI es timate for each user. Assuming perfect amplitude and delay es timation, the result after subtract in g  the

MAI es timate for user k  is

  (4)

 

 

 

Eq. (4) sho ws  t h e  s t a g e  b e fo re entering the bank of matched filters . The result of (4) (for k  = 1,..., K) is

passed on to a second bank of matched filters  to produce a new, hopefully better, set of data es timates .

This  process  can be repeated for multiple s tages . Each s tage takes  as  it s  in p u t  the data es timates  of the

previous  s tage and produces  a new set of es timates  at its  output. W e  c a n  u s e  a matrix-vector formulation to

compactly express  the soft output of s tage m+1 of the PIC detector for all N bits  of all K users  as
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   (5)

The term QAd  (m) represents  an es timate of the MAI (As  usual, fo r BPSK, t h e  hard data decis ions , are)

made according to the s igns  of the soft outputs). Perfect data es timates , coupled with our assumption of perfect

amplitude and delay es timation result in the complete elimination of MAI. (Mosha v i, S .,  B. Co re, 1996; Duel-

Hallen, A., J. Holtzman, 1995)

VII. PIC, SIC and Conventional Detectors Simulation:

Assuming the number of fixed paths  to be equal to 3, and the channel to be synchronous , Four inputs

including the number of active users , octal gold code gen e ra tor polynomial, Rayleigh fading power and the

number of PIC s tages  are entered to the s imulation program and the re s u lt  is  t h e changes  in bit error rate

according to s ignal over noise. The s imulation results  are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Bit error rate according to s ignal over noise in fas t Rayleigh fading  s y n chronous  channel. Number of

users  = 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleig h  fa d in g  power coefficient= 0.03, number of PIC s tages=3,

number of paths  = 3.

T h e  s imulation results  for PIC, SIC and conventional detectors  yield out that SIC and PIC detectors  hav e

a more satis factory performance than the conventional detectors . In addition, in environments  with little fading,

PIC and SIC detectors  perform almos t identically. In contrary, in environments  where  fa ding is  s ignificant, SIC

detectors  show a better performance. That is  the reason for us ing the PIC detectors  in power control equipped

sys tems .

Although SIC detectors  are more res is tant to fading, they have a problem of la rg e  delays  in reaching the

responses . The performance of the detectors  can also be expressed in terms  o f t h e  n u mb e r of the users , the

code length and the Rayleigh fading power. The bit error rate is  increased as  the n u mb e r o f u s e rs  increases

and it is  decreased as  the code length increases . The bit error rate is  increased if Rayleigh fading is  deeper.

VIII. Efficiency Improvement of Conventional, SIC and PIC Detectors by Using Space Multiplicity and Path

Multiplicity:

Mult ip lic it y is  one of the efficient techniques  for reducing the fading effects . In multiplicity some

independent antennas  are placed in the receiver to receive the uncorrelated  re s p o nses  of a s ignal from the

transmitter. No matter which multiplicity technique is  used, the receiver mu s t  p rocess  the multiple received

s ignals  to achieve the maximum e ffic ie n c y . (Qiang Z., 2002) There are three methods  for multiple s ignal

process ing:
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Fig. 5: Bit e rror rate according to s ignal over noise in s low Rayleigh fading synchronous  channel. Number

o f u s e rs  = 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fading power coefficient = 0.03, number of PIC

s tages=3, number of paths= 3.

a Selective Multiplicity

b Equal Gain Combination

c Maximum Ratio Combination

Selective Multiplicity is  one of the s imples t multiplicity methods  in  wh ic h  t h e  receiver selects  the s ignal

with the larges t value of s ignal over noise. In Equal Gain Combination all the rec e iv e d s ignals  are changed

so t h e ir phases  are the same and their non-weighted summation is  calculated. In Maximum Ratio Combination

after the branches  are changed to  h a v e  s a me  p hases , their weighted summation is  calculated to reach the

o b je c t iv e  o f the output s ignal over noise. The output s ignal over noise is  reaches  its  maximum if multiplicit y

branches  s ignals  are weighted with their own envelope. This  way, the branches  with s tronger s ignals  are

amplified and the weaker s ignals  are weakened.

In this  section, by us ing the multiplicity idea and the array antennas , a s ignific a n t  imp ro v e ment is  made

to  the  performance  of  the multi-user detectors . In transmitter s ide, by us ing an array of antennas  with a

dis tance of      from each other, independent multiple branches  are produced. Pass ing through the channel and

being  affected  by the fas t Rayleigh fading effect the s ignals  of each branch and Gauss ian white noise are

added together and are tra n s mit t e d  t o  t h e receiver. In receiver s ide also, an array of antennas       apart from

each other, receive multiplicity se p a ra t e  braches  and process  them by us ing equal gain combination and

maximum ratio combination. The block diagrams of these methods  are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of equal gain combination process  detector

Fig. 7: Block diagram of maximum ratio combination process  detector

Fig. 8: Conventional detector with array antennas  an d  ma ximum ratio and equal gain combinations  for

multiple-paths  in s ynchronous  channel; number of users  = 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fading

power coefficient = 0.03.
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Fig. 9: SIC detector with array antennas  and maximum ratio and equal gain combin a t io n s  fo r multiple-paths

in  synchronous  channel; number of users  = 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fa d in g  p o we r

coefficient = 0.03.

Fig. 10: PIC detector with array antennas  a n d  ma ximu m ratio and equal gain combinations  for multiple-paths

in synchronous  channel; number of users  = 10, gold code length = 31, Ra y le ig h  fa d in g power

coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3. 

As  shown in s imulation results , the maximum ratio combination method is  more effective than the equal

gain combination method in improving the performa n c e  of the detectors . In addition, the performance even

improves  more as  the number of multiple-paths  is  increased.

IX. Efficiency Improvement of Conventional, SIC and PIC Receivers by Using Voter:

In receiver s ide, at firs t, an array of antennas  which are      apart from eac h  o t h e r is  u sed. This  way, the
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s ignal received by each  a n t e n na is  independent from others . Each antenna uses  a separate detector and each

detector acts  independently. The o u t p u t  o f t h e s e  detectors  are collected in a voter. The voter generates  the

output bits  one by one by us ing hard decis ions . The numb e r o f t h e  a n t e n n a s  can be 3, 5, 7, …. The digital

voter is  a combined circuit. Therefore, the implementation of a  v o t e r b y  u s in g  a FPGA is  easy. Bit error rate

with respect to s ignal over noise for conventional, SIC and PIC detectors  with arra y  a n t e n n a s  a n d  voter are

depicted in Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. According to the s imulation results , by us ing array antennas  and voter

a  s ig n ificant improvement in performance of the conventional, SIC and PIC detectors  is  poss ible. In addition ,

by increas ing the number of the antennas , an even better performance is  reachable.

Fig. 11: Bit error rate with respect to s ignal over noise in conventional detectors  with array antennas  by us ing

voter in synchronous  channel; number of users= 10, gold code length = 31, Ra yleigh fading power

coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3, number of paths  = 3.

Fig. 12: Bit error rate with respect to s ignal over no ise in SIC detectors  with array antennas  by us ing voter

in synchronous  channel; number of users= 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fading power

coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3, number of paths  = 3.
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Fig. 13: Bit error rate with respect to s ignal over noise in PIC detectors  with a rray antennas  by us ing voter

in synchron o u s  c hannel; number of users= 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fading power

coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3, number of paths  = 3.

X. Comparison of Voter and Multiplicity Methods:

The s imulation results  o f c o mp a ris on of the two methods  are depicted in Fig. 14, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. As

shown in the results , by ap p ly in g  the voter method the performances  of conventional, SIC and PIC detectors

are improved. On the other hand, implementation of voter requires  more hardware. To be more specific, a

separate detector is  needed for each antenna and therefore the voter method is  mo re  expens ive than the

multiplicity method.

Fig. 14: Bit error rate with respect to s ignal over noise in conventional detectors  with array antennas  by us ing

voter and multiplic it y  in synchronous  channel; number of users= 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh

fading power coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3, number of paths  = 3.
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Fig. 15: Bit error rate with respect to s ignal over noise in SIC detectors  with array antennas  b y us ing voter

and multiplicity in synchronous  channel; number of users= 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fading

power coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3, number of paths  = 3. 

Fig. 16: Bit error rate with respect to s ignal over noise in PIC detectors  with array antenn a s  by us ing voter

and multiplicity in synchronous  channel; number of users= 10, gold code length = 31, Rayleigh fading

power coefficient = 0.03, number of s tages  = 3, number of paths  = 3. 

XI. Conclusions and Future Works:

Multiple Access  Interference s ignificantly reduces  the capacity of conventional DS-CDMA sys tems . A great

part of the research on this  subject is  limited to solving the access  problem and des igning multi-user detectors .
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In multi-user detectors , mu lt iple user codes  and timing information are used to improve the performance of

the detectors  in detecting the data related to each user.

Semi-optimal receivers  are des igned to reduce the complexit y  o f implementation and to reach a satis fying

performance. Success ive Interference Cancellation and Parallel Interference Cancellation detectors  are two of

this  kind to name. Introducing such detectors  is  the beginning of the effort s  t h at are made by the researchers

to achieve the goal of finding a balance between better performance, bit error rate reduction, p ro cess  delay

minimizatio n , a n d  number-of-users -independent way of calculations . This  paper also follows  the same goal.

To achieve that goal, firs t , t h e  p e rfo rma nce of the conventional, SIC and PIC detectors  are s imulated and

inves tigated. The results  show a better performance  by the SIC and PIC detector in comparison with the

conventional detectors . Also SIC is  better su ited for environments  with more fading effects . The performances

of these three detectors  are inves tigated in case of changes  in  t h e  n u mb e r of users , the code length and the

Rayleigh fading effect. The results  show that the increase in the number of users  and/or in Rayleigh fading

power lead to an increase in error and in contrary the increase in the code length  le a d s  to a decrease in error.

Having inves tigated t h e  p e rfo rmance of the three detectors , the goal of the paper is  to propose methods

for performance improvement of these thre e  d e tectors . To reach this  goal, us ing array antennas  and two

separate s ignal process ing methods  are sugges ted:

The firs t method is  us ing multi-path and multiplicit y of space. To be more specific, firs t, the transmitter

generates  the uncorrelated multiple paths  and then the uncorrelated received s ignals  are processed in the

receiver by us ing equal gain combination and maximum ratio combination methods . The processed output

s ignal is  received by the detector and the des ired user s ignal is  detected. The s imulation re s u lts  show that

apply in g  multiplicity techniques  improves  the performance of the detector because it reduces  the effects  of

fading. In addition maximum ratio combination me t h o d  is  more effective than the equal gain combination

method. In both metho d s , t h e  in crease in the number of the multiplicity paths  leads  to a decrease in bit error

rate and consequently improves  the performance.

The sec o n d  me t h o d  is  us ing a voter in which in receiver s ide, each antenna in the array has  its  own

detector. The detector of each antenna detects  the des ired user s ignal. The detected s ignals  are sent to the voter

and after a bit-by-bit comparison voter is  performed. Simulation results  show that this  meth od increases  the

efficiency of all three methods . In addition, increas ing the number of antennas  leads  to an improvemen t  n  t h e

performance.

Co mp a ris o n  o f these two methods  shows that the voter method shows a better performance but on th e

other hand its  hardware requirements  is  reason for not us ing this  method widely. In wha t  fo llo ws  some

sugges tions  are made for improving the performance of DS-CDMA sys tems.

In coding section, in addition to the gold code other codes  are presented which have less  correlation. This

way, users  have less  correlation. One of these codes  is  W alsh code in which if used in synchronou s  sys tems,

the transmitted s ignals  are orthogonal.

In order to improve the efficiency of PIC detectors , uncorrelator and/or decis ion-feedback detectors  can

be used in the firs t s tage ins tead of conve ntional detectors . Linear and non-linear multi-s tage and hybrid

detectors  including parallel-success ive, uncorrelator-success ive and minimum mean square-success ive detectors

can also be used. These detectors  are applied according to their usage and the improvement they provide. The

parallel-success ive detectors  include both PIC and SIC detectors  and are ca lle d  h y b rid  in which active users

are divided into groups  in which success ive cancellation is  used. The efficiency of the detectors  is  determined

on s ingle and multi-path channels . This  kind of detector has  a performance s imilar t o that of SIC detectors  but

their delay in detection is  smaller (Sun, S., L.K. Rasmussen, 1998)

Beam forming can be used to adjus t the antennas  so that only the des ired beams are received. To be more

specific, in case an undes ired user b e a m in  t h e  s a me  direction of that of the des ired user is  received by the

receiver, it is  eliminated by the detectors  and the array antennas  processors .
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